while lesser instruments are played. In much of his work, Davie has gone through the motions of poetry, and given the result its name; but the rope he has walked has been utilitarian clothesline, its height but a little way above the ground, and the performance, accordingly, altogether lacking in that power to astonish which genuine poetry always displays. for it is an impersonality in eagerness and delight, fraught with an enthusiasm of sympathy. however, is that the poem is not set within the actual world but, powerfully, within its own. Though indeed addressed to us, it pays us but lit?e mind, sees us but out of the corner of its eye. For something terribly important is riveting its attention: alive in thoughtful immediacy, it is undergoing its subject. In the brilliant strategy of the opening "I think," confessing a reality that lies beyond the mind, confronting it; in the frightening, rapid stepping-up of the first three ad jectives describing Antigone; in the way "Pink-handed horror in a craggy room" moves us at once from awe of her to pity; and finally in the parallel incarceration Even at lowest ebb it finds existence absorbing. It reacts with pain, with horror, to
